TIATR ACADEMY CELEBRATES 125TH TIATR DAY

Panaji: April 18, 2018
Chaitra, 28, 1940

The Tiatr Academy of Goa in collaboration with Goa Kala Academy organized function to mark the celebration of 125th Tiatr Day at a function held at Kala Academy at Campal today.

The Celebration Committee on this occasion released Postage stamp and unveiled at the hands of Shri Govind Gaude and in the presence of Shri H.C. Agarwal, Chief Post Master Maharashtra Circle, Dr. N. Vinod Kumar, Chief Post Master Goa Region,

Shri Govind Gaude while addressing at the function said that, we should not forget to those who have started Tiatr or we may say in other words that the sapling of Tiatr which was planted many years back now have flourished in to a big to a big tree. The Tiatr is a effective medium to educate, guide and entertain people. He appreciated the stakeholders of Tiatr Academy for their endeavor to preserve this Goan art.

Shri Gurudas Pilernkar, Director of Art & Culture, in address that the Tiatr has occupied important place in Goan society. This is a art form which which caters to the need of the people in terms of moral and social education and entertainment as well. He said we have to preserve this art form for posterity. The artists and others who are in this field are doing remarkable job he added.

To celebrate 125th Tiatr Day a committee was constituted and chose Shri Tomazinho as its President. The other Vice Presidents elected from both North and South Districts were honoured on this occasion.

The senior most Tiatr Artists Shri Anthony Gabriel Fernandes, Shri Minguel Dias, Tomazinho Cardozo, Shri Luis Cota, Smt. Milagres Fernandes, Smt. Lorna Cordeiro, Shri Domingos Coelho, Shri Thomas Britton, Shri Cesar D’ Mello, Shri Francis Xavier Fernandes, Shri Theodor Alvares, Smt. Jean Gloria D Souza were felicitated at the hands of the Minister Shri Govind Gaude.
Shri Tomazinho Cardozo, President of Celebration committee welcomed the guests.